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	Analysis and Synthesis for Discrete-Time Switched Systems: A Quasi-Time-Dependent Method (Studies in Systems, Decision and Control), 9783030258115 (3030258114), Springer, 2019

	
		This book presents recent theoretical advances in the analysis and synthesis of discrete-time switched systems under the time-dependent switching scheme, including stability and disturbance attenuation performance analysis, control and filtering, asynchronous switching, finite-time analysis and synthesis, and reachable set estimation. It discusses time-scheduled technology, which can achieve a better performance and reduce conservatism compared with the traditional time-independent approach. Serving as a reference resource for researchers and engineers in the system and control community, it is also useful for graduate and undergraduate students interested in switched systems and their applications.
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Grails in ActionManning Publications, 2009
Grails in Action is a book for practitioners from practitioners. Glen’s “20-hour challenge,” in which he implemented the www.groovyblogs.org service in Grails, has become legendary. That site is still my one-and-only resource for staying up to date with Groovy and Grails. Not only has he been one of the frontrunners of Grails, he...

		

Biopharmaceuticals in Plants: Toward the Next Century of MedicineCRC Press, 2009

	Transgenic plants present enormous potential to become one of the most cost-effective and safe systems for large-scale production of proteins for industrial, pharmaceutical, veterinary, and agricultural uses. Over the past decade, much progress has been made with respect to the development of vaccines, antibodies, and other therapeutic...


		

Smart Electricity Distribution NetworksCRC Press, 2017

	Smart distribution networks are one of the key research topics of countries looking to modernise electric power networks. Smart Electricity Distributions Networks aims to provide a basic discussion of the smart distribution concept and new technologies related to it, including distributed energy resources (DERs), demand side...





	

Expert VB 2008 Business ObjectsApress, 2009
I have a passion for frameworks. In more than 20 years as a professional developer, I’ve never worked on a computing platform that did everything I needed it to do to build applications productively. The Microsoft .NET platform is wonderful, but it doesn’t always do quite what I want or need. To address those needs, I’m always...

		

Adobe Dreamweaver CS5 with PHP: Training from the SourceAdobe Press, 2010


	My first encounter with PHP came about 10 years ago. By that time, I already had plenty of

	experience developing websites. I had started out writing HTML in a text editor before settling

	on Dreamweaver as my favorite authoring tool. A new project involved publishing more than

	30 articles a day. It was a subscription service, so the...

		

New Diagnostic, Therapeutic and Organizational Strategies for Acute Coronary Syndromes Patients (Contributions to Statistics)Springer, 2013

	This book collects several contributions, written both by statisticians and medical doctors, which focus on the identification of new diagnostic, therapeutic and organizational strategies in order to improve the occurrence of clinical outcomes for Acute Coronary Syndromes (ACS) patients. The work is structured in two different...
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